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Introduction
If you type, “OKR” into Google you will get 22,400,000 results in about 0.42 seconds. This fact demonstrates two things:
1.) It shows that Objectives Key Results (OKR) is not a new subject, in fact it has been around since the 1970’s.
and;
2.) It also demonstrates really nicely what OKR is all about. Why? Because our objective in typing the search into Google, is to find
out more information about the subject; and our key results can be and are measured (the number of the results and the time it
took to get them).
It’s hardly surprising that Google behaves in this way because they have been using OKR’s as a core component in their business
performance for many years.
This article focuses on a single point of implementation for OKR’s within your organization - the Information Technology
Department. The reason we’re focusing on the IT Department is because this is the area where we see the most friction in terms
of staff evaluations - usually because of a lack of understanding between the parties involved.
Within the IT Department there are usually many different teams, Project Management, PMO, Testing, Development, Analytics
and so on. We encourage a team approach within these different groups by making teams comprised of people from different
teams. A single team may contain: A PM, a business analyst, a programmer, a tester and a support person.
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Understanding OKRs (30 min)
Before the OKR setting session, make sure the team understands the terminology.
Objectives – A qualitative, far-reaching statement of what you’re trying to achieve.
Key results – A quantitative, measurable outcome that states the impact you’ll have in reaching your objective.
Scores – A sliding scale between 0 and 1 that indicates whether you missed, came close to, or hit your stated
target for the KR. For example:
.3 = you missed the mark by quite a lot
.7 = you didn’t hit your target, but made excellent progress
1 = you hit your stretch target
Point of NOTE: OKR’s are about getting people out of their comfort zones and focusing them on BIG Goals - in
other words risk-taking.
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Setting OKRs: choose your objectives (30 min)
Pose the question “What are the most important
impacts we need to make in the next three months?”
Spend a few minutes brainstorming ideas on sticky
notes and posting them on a whiteboard or wall.
Group similar ideas together. From there, distill your
ideas down into 3 to 5 aspirational objectives.
Objectives should be high-level, qualitative
statements that are aspirational – not tasks or
granular outcomes.

Setting OKRs: identify your key results
(60 mins)

How do you measure progress toward a qualitative
goal that is inherently un-measurable? You identify
measurable outcomes that indicate you’ve achieved
your objective.
For each objective, think about the results you would
see (and can measure) if you reached it. Again, these
are not tasks. These are results.
Wrong: “Respond to support calls 3 X faster by the
end of the quarter.”
Right: “Responding to support calls 3 X faster
increases overall employee satisfaction with IT
Support 15% this quarter.”
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Setting OKRs: Be super ambitious (15 min)
Assign each KR an owner on the team. If a KR will
require collaboration with another team, great!
Follow up with them afterwards and make sure
they’re on board together.

Scoring OKRs: monthly checkpoints (30
min)

At the end of each month, check in on how you’re
tracking on your OKRs and give each key result a
predicted end-of-quarter score. I.e., if you predict
you’ll end the quarter with a score of .7 on a KR, then
that’s your score for this month.
For example, let’s say your stretch KR is “a 10%
increase in new user sign-ups this quarter”. Here’s
how you’d score it based on how you’re tracking:
if you’re tracking toward an 7% increase, you’d
predict a score of 0.7 if you’re tracking toward an
10% increase, you’d predict a score of 1.0

Include a bit of commentary as to how you came
to that prediction and/or why it’s changed since last
months.
Take the average score for all KRs to get your score
for the corresponding objective.
Remember the idea behind scoring at regular
intervals is to catch warning signs early and coursecorrect. This is not an exercise in arse-covering or
justification. Most importantly, low-scoring OKRs
are not punishable. Learn from them, and feed that
wisdom into the coming month or next quarter’s
OKRs.
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Reviewing OKRs: retrospective (60 min)
End the quarter by giving each KR a final score,
and reflecting on your OKRs as a whole. Using a
retrospective approach, pose some (or all) of these
questions to your team:
• Were our objectives ambitious enough?
• Were our key results measurable? Did we know
what our baseline was at the start of the quarter?
• Did we “set ‘em and forget ‘em”? If so, why?
• Were our OKRs aligned with the company’s
broader strategies?
• Did they keep us focused on delivering value to
customers?
• Did we feel connected to our OKRs?
• What have we learnt from this quarter? How do
we lift the bar moving into the coming quarter?

That’s it - by using OKR’s with
your IT people and mixing them
into teams you achieve cross
section
understanding
and
greatly improve performance.
This in turn leads to much happier
IT staff because they’re working
with well defined criteria and
defined numbers to aim for as
clear targets.
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